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1 If you’re feeling bad about Trump defiling July 4th, rest
assured, we are in the final act. The deck is stacked &
there will be no debate a/b Trump's mental & physical
deterioration bc he will continue to sink to whatever depth
people need to be convinced. It's intensifying.

2 The GOP can forget about running Trump in 2020. If you think he's bad today, he’s

going to look a lot different in 6 months. Notably, Kellyanne's better half is sounding

the alarm for the GOP by calling out Trump’s mental decline- even saying “dementia”  

George Conway
@gtconway3d

If a corporate CEO said things like this on national TV, the board 
would demand a full neuropsych workup (assuming they didn’t 
just get a new CEO).  With Trump, we’ve seen stuff like this 
hundreds of times over. twitter.com/ddale8/status/…

Daniel Dale @ddale8
Tucker Carlson asked Trump why American cities are filthy and have 
people urinating on the streets. Trump said, "It's a phenomena that 
started two years ago." (?) 
 
The whole answer is something.

19.4K 1:00 PM - Jul 2, 2019 · New York, NY

6,768 people are talking about this

3 Step 1 was ppl wrapping their heads around the reality that Trump has a serious
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problem. Even a serious neurological problem. 

Step 2 is realizing he's rapidly deteriorating. Losing the ability to speak stands out.

His supporters may need to see a public wipeout to be convinced

4 Take a look at Trump’s incredibly scrambled, stream of fragments when talking

about homeless people. He wasn't this bad when he was installed in the WH. In 6

months this garbled mess that we can sort of translate, will be unintelligible &

indecipherable. 

Spiro Agnew’s Ghost
@SpiroAgnewGhost

This. Is. Insane.  
 
Textbook dementia, word salad, rambling nonsense & 
bizarreness on full display. 
 
From last night with Tucker Carlson.  
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His brain is disintegrating every hour.  
 
“DEMENTIA, PARTY OF ONE, PLEASE BE SEDATED.”

532 12:24 PM - Jul 2, 2019

242 people are talking about this

5 Trump doesn’t have much left upstairs, but he knows a trip to the hospital will be a

one way ride. He's in denial & will be belligerent when he’s eventually hospitalized.

Rumors were flying Tuesday about Pence’s "emergency" return to the WH. No word

yet on the real reason.

6 Forget about this "Ivanka running for office" business. They don’t have a solid plan.

It might be a fallback fantasy of Trump’s, but he’s too far gone to engineer anything

now. She has her hands full dealing w/ his rapid decline. A crash landing is inevitable

& will consume her
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7 Here’s 7 layers of threads for a deep dive in to Trump’s Frontotemporal Dementia

going back to last summer’s G7 when his many symptoms really began to

mushroom... Maybe I should use a different word. …symptoms really became severe.

Tom Joseph
@TomJChicago

1 Instead of responsible people removing Trump after his Jan 18 
“physical,” a health coverup ensued. In a WH full of cowards, 
opportunists & enablers, no one has had the courage to act. His 
family, desperate & in denial, allows him to crater in public, to 
protect their own needs.

2,502 12:56 AM - Jun 30, 2019

1,213 people are talking about this

8 Nicole Wallace is the best. Her show opened yesterday w/ talk a/b Trump’s
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cognitive decline. The next segment was about who can beat Trump in 2020. No way,

José. It’s not happening. Trump is out. MTM may have to treat Trump like a viable

candidate for now, but it won't last.

9 Trump’s enablers are boxed in. If they hide him, then everyone knows he’s being

hidden. He's delusional & thinks he's fine, so does interviews & looks sicker by the

day. Note- Smuggling in dementia drugs to Trump, while publicly saying he’s in good

health will have consequences

10 Boasting about fake accomplishments was the foundation of Trump's fantasy

world. His inability to communicate now makes that construct crumble. Everything

he's said will fade to oblivion. As Roy from Bladerunner said "All those moments will

be lost in time, like tears in rain"

11 One thing I want to emphasize is how severely Trump will change in the coming

months. It's all downhill. His dementia dominates the news now. Stop & think a/b it-

The news is usually about Trump's mental state. There will be an event that shocks

people- maybe it was yesterday


